Flexible fusimotor control of muscle spindle feedback during a variety of natural movements.
A refined version of an experimental iterative simulation method is described, which was used to infer, from chronic spindle afferent recordings, type and time course of static and dynamic fusimotor activation during a variety of voluntary movements. When used to estimate overall fusimotor drive (without distinction between static and dynamic action) the method provides unique solutions. However, when generating independent gamma s and gamma d activation profiles, the solutions no longer are strictly unique. Yet the boundary conditions imposed by the type specific characteristics of gamma-action nevertheless permit detection of powerful activation, especially of dynamic efferents. Extending the finding of selective dynamic fusimotor activation during unpredictably imposed and resisted stretches, evidence for powerful, often transient activation of dynamic efferents has now been obtained for three additional motor paradigms. First, initiation of walking was accompanied by mixed fusimotor action. Static drive was stepped up and then maintained, whereas dynamic drive declined after an initial abrupt peak. Second, corrective balancing on a narrow walk beam was characterized by largely maintained static background drive, whilst dynamic activation profiles often exhibited powerful surges or transients, when the animal crouched to regain balance. These preceded subsequent EMG bursts during the stretch phase of crouching by about 300 ms. Third, preparation for landing from rapid lowering featured prominent and possibly selective activation of dynamic fusimotor neurones, which peaked while the animal was in mid-air and declined upon landing, and which preceded the sharp onset of EMG after landing by several hundred milliseconds. In all cases the fusimotor activation profiles were unrelated to the parent muscle EMG and difficult to reconcile with the notion of alpha-gamma linkage or coactivation. These findings then clearly support the concept of flexible central control, particularly of dynamic gamma-motoneurones during certain motor tasks.